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Abstract— The number of increasing cars have resulted in
the street mishaps. Road accidents is cause of global burden
of public health in a country like India. One of the reason for
the death of victim is that the ambulance reaching to the
accident spot late. To save the life of the person or to rescue
him from any further more damage a system is necessary. In
order to put it into force we design a GPS model which send
the location coordinates using IoT to the respective
registered numbers and nearest hospital within the accident
spot. The proposed system is designed using deep
supervised Machine learning model. It has three models 1.
Accident detection and alerting system 2. License plate
recognition 3. Character segmentation and recognition of the
characters of the License Plate and alerting. Deep learning
techniques are used for License plate recognition. A camera
which is present in the car will capture the image of the car
or vehicle which caused accident. Pre-processing,
conversion of image to binary image and contour detection
is carried out. The main propaganda is to design an app
which is installed in user’s mobile with registered numbers.
The app will be connected to the sensors for detecting the
accident.
Keywords: Convolutional neural networks, Deep learning,
Image Processing, Character segmentation
I. INTRODUCTION
Increase in usage of vehicle will result in increase in cause
of accidents due to lack of traffic awareness. Speed is one of
the reasons of occurrence of accidents. In case of such times
it is important to provide emergency assistance to the
victim. GPS model is being a vital piece of a vehicle. GPS
can be useful to direct a user to the saved address or to a
location when the input is location coordinates. This can
also be used in this proposed system for sending the location
coordinates to the registered numbers and nearest hospital.
This is done with the help of a switch in order to avoid
unnecessary information being passed to hospitals when no
loss has occurred.
With this there’s an addition to the proposed
system which will capture the image of the nearest vehicles
to detect the culprit who caused the accident. The main aim
of this is to recognize the license number plate of the vehicle
and send it to the registered numbers along with location
coordinates using the pre- installed application installed in
user’s mobile.
The next thing is cropping out only the required
information from the captured image. This step involves
pre-processing of the image and cropping it out for license
plate only. Once the detection of license number plate is
done, character segmentation is carried out along with
conversion of image into binary data.
All these information together will be sent to those
registered numbers. Once the accident has been occurred

there will be alarm which will be turned on, failing to switch
it off will trigger to send the message to those numbers.
II. METHODOLOGY
In order to train the model a well performing and good
machine learning algorithm is required for the dataset of this
model. After going through a lot of trial and error methods
SVM algorithm and Random forest classifier were able to
provide better result. This project is mainly based on Naïve
Bayes algorithms.
The below figure shows the system architecture of
the model.

Fig. 1: System architecture
When the accident occurs the sensors attached to
the vehicle will be activated. In this model we are using
pressure sensors, When the sensors are activated the signal
is passed on to the controller. After receiving the signal the
buzzing alarm is turned on. This will indicate the GPS
model for fetching the location coordinates. The location
coordinates will be directed through SMS to the ambulance
and registered numbers in the application which is built-in
the user’s mobile.
On the other hand this model is also concerned
with finding the culprit who is responsible for the accident.
The model will have a camera attached to it which is linked
to Pi3 and motor driver which will be able to make the
camera rotate to whichever side the vehicle is hit and the
sensor is activated, as all the four sides of the vehicle will be
fitted with the sensors. So once the camera is activated and
the picture is clicked using
Deep learning the license plate recognition of the
other vehicle is done. By using pre-defined building model
of neural network we used it to compare the accuracy using
TensorFlow and Keras framework
The below figure will show the actual framework
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Fig. 2: Flowchart
The image will be converted to binary form by
using Otsu’s method by creating a threshold. The
components which are connected in the binary image are
then located and labelled. These labelled regions have
properties which can be iterated through. Again the
characters in the license plate are iterated through using
maximum and minimum dimension criteria. Once they are
procured the image processing will be done.
Preprocessing is mainly resizing and changing the
color spaces of the image. Here OpenCV tool is used for
processing the image and character segmentation of the
license plate.
III. RELATED WORK

alert signal is sent when the roll angle of the vehicle is
greater than the set reference value.
Khushboo Khurana et al.,[5] have shown method
for detecting multi object in an image in which different
object detectors with individual objects are trained.
Shan Du et al, [6] have shown that for accuracy in
automatic license plate recognition the license plate
extraction is necessary where extractions can be done using
various features. Similarly after extracting the license plate
we can use segmentation to overcome problems such as tilt
and non-uniform brightness.
C.Anagnostopoulos et al., [7] have shown various
techniques that have been developed for recognizing the
license plate images and how they can can be processed
using various processing methods.
Syed Zain Masood et al., [8] have shown a novel
pipeline architecture comprising a sequence of deep CNN’s,
for detection and recognition.
Fizzah Bhatti et al., [9] have shown that the
accident can be detected through the sensors of an android
smartphone through which the data can be shared with
emergency service providers to help the victim.
Tejas et al., [10] has combined digital image
processing with IoT to create a much efficient automatic
license plate detection and recognition system.
Shwetha Bergonda et al. [11] used Respberri Pi
with which a system is made along with an LED which will
be ON. When there is an accident the GPS receives the
location of the vehicle and then it is sent to a mobile number
through whatsapp message.
Liang et al.,[12]have shown how blurred license
plate can be recognized using natural image matting.
Giannoukos et al., [13] has shown a method called
operator context scanning in which each pixels of the image
are used as sliding windows and where each pixels are
associated with the neighborhood where it possibly belong.

Niranjan Kumar et al.,[1] used a crash sensor fitted in
vehicle which senses the crash and sends the crash and
sends the signal to microcontroller and then through GPS
module the victims latitude and longitude’s coordinates are
located and sent to the nearest ambulance for help.
Varsha Goud et al.,[3] used a control unit ARM7
LPC2148 , and three accelometer sensor MMA7660FFC
and also used an interface module with LCD and a message
sending module. When the accident occurs the collision is
detected automatically by the vibration sensors and the the
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IV. CONCLUSION
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